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Abs_____tract

The paper examines the effects of angle of

attack of a propfan on the blade loading and
details of the f]owfie]d by so]ring the unsteady
three-dimensional Euler equations. The configura-
tion considered is the SR7L propeller at cruise

condition and the inflow angles considered are
4.6 °, 1.6° and -0.4° . The results indicate that

the blade response is nearly sinusoidal at low

inflow angles (1.6 ° and -0.4Q) and significant
deviations from sinusoidal behavior occur at an

inflow angle of 4.6 ° due to the presence of strong
shocks on both suction and pressure surfaces of the
blade. The detailed flow in the blade passages
shows that a shock formed on the suction surface

during the highly loaded portion of the revolution
extends across the passage to the pressure surface.
An increase _n inflow angle results in an increase

_n blade loading on the down-going side and a
decrease In loading on the u_-going side.

Introduction

The flowfield of an advanced propeller is com-

plex due to the sweep, twist, and taper of the
blade. Nind tunnel tests and flight tests have
been conducted on a large scale 9-ft diameter
advanced propeller (SRTL) to understand the aerody-

namics and acoustics of the advanced design.
Steady and unsteady blade pressure measurements
were carried out on a two bladed configuration in
wind tunnel tests. I-3 A systematic investigation
of the propfan characteristics was conducted in

flight tests on an eight bladed (SR7L) conflgura-
tlon under the propeller test assessment (PTA)
program.4, 5

In the flight test program, a nacelle tilt
arrangement was employed to vary the inflow angle
to the propfan. The variations in inflow condi-
tions were used to study the near-field noise char-

acteristlcs of of the propfan. The nacelle tilt
angles considered were -3 °, -l ° (tilt down) and 2°
(tilt up). The average inflow angle to the prop-
fan Is dependent on the airplane angle of attack,

upwash angle at the propfan and nacelle tilt. For
the cruise operating conditions of interest here,
the airpiane angle of attack was 1.6°. The upwash
angle at the propfan estimated from panel method
calculatlons Is 1.0°. Thus the estimated inflow

angles 5 corresponding to the nacelle tilt angles
-3° , -l°, and 2° are 4.6 ° , 1.6 °, and -0.4 ° , respec-

tlvely. Near-fleld acoustic data were acquired
over a range of operatlng conditions. Of interest
here is the effect of Inf]ow angle on the measured
sound pressure levels (SPL) at the outboard wing
boom microphones and inboard Fuselage microphones.
Measurements showed that with an increase in inflow

angle, SPL at the outboard wing boom increased
while the SPL at the inboard fuselage decreased. 5,6
The rotation of the propfan was inboard-up.

Prediction of the effect of inflow angle on
the near-field noise requires knowledge of the
unsteady flowfield of the propfan. The solution
of the unsteady three-dimensional Euler equations
appears to be a promising approach, The three-
dimensional Euler solution of the propfan at a_
angle of attack was first reported by Whitfield
etal. 7 They found a fairly good agreement of the
predicted unsteady blade pressures with the wind

tunnel data for the SR3 model propeller. Nallasamy
and Groeneweg 8 studied the effect of inflow angle
on the blade loading For the SRTL eight bladed PTA

configuration for an inf]ow ang]e of 4.6 ° . They
presented detailed spanwise, chordwise and azi-

muthal pressure variations due to angle of attack.
The results show a nearly sinusoidal response of
the integrated blade loading and the first harmonic

dominates the loading. The blade is lightly loaded
for part of the revolution and shocks appear on
both surfaces of the blade from hub to 90 percent
radial station for the highly loaded portion of the
revolution.

In the present paper, the effect of inflow
angle is further studied by obtaining unsteady
three-dimensional Euler solutions For 1.6 ° and

-0.4 ° inflow angles (corresponding to the nacelle
tilt angles of -l ° and -3 ° of the PTA flight test
program). The results obtained here are analyzed
together with that obtained for an inf]ow ang]e of
4.6 °8 to understand the effect of inflow angle on
the flowfield and blade loading. The azimuthal
variation of the flow in the blade passage, chord-
wise loading and blade surface pressures are exam-
ined. The blade loading variation as a function
of inflow angle is illustrated,

Numerical Solution of Unsteady Three-
Dimensional Euler Equations

The unsteady three-dimensional Euler equaticns
governing the inviscid flow through a propeller are
solved employing a solution procedure developed by
Nhitfietd etal. 7,9 A brief description of the
solution procedure is given here. Further detaifs
may be found in the references cited. The Euter
equations ]n conservative differential form are
transformed from a Cartesian reference frame to a

time dependent body fitted curvilinear reference
frame. The transformed equations are discretized
employing a finite vo]ume technique. An approxi-
mate Riemann so}ver is used for b]ock interface
flux definitions, A Lower-Upper (LU) implicit
numerical scheme is used to solve the discretlzed
equations. The flowfield is represented by multi-



block composite grids to overcome computer core
memory limitations. The solution at each time
steo is updated by having only one block in memory
while other blocks are stored in solid-state stor-
age devices (SSD). The same solution procedure
was employed by the authors in Ref. 8.

Computatlonal Grid

The configuration considered is the eight
bladed SR7L propfan. The direction of rotation of
the propfan and the axes of reference are shown in

Fig. ](a). An H-grid is employed to represent the
flowfield. Each blade passage is described by
7] by 33 by I] (axial by radial by circumferential)
grid points. Each passage grid is divided into

two blocks (71 by 33 by 6 each) for computational
convenience as mentioned earlier. Thus, 16 blocks

of grids are employed to describe the entire flow-
field (eight passages) with 206,]84 nodal points.

Each blade surface is represented by 35 by 21
(chordwise by sganwise) grid points with higher
resolution near the leading and trailing edges.
The grid distribution employed here is the same as
that used in Ref. 8. Figure l(b> defines the azi-
muthal angle of the blades and blade passages at
an instant of time for which blade surface pres-
sures, blade loading and pressure distribution in
the blade passages are presented and discussed in
the next section.

Results and Discussion

The unsteady three-dimensional Euler solutions
were obtained for two inflow angles, 1.6 ° and -0.4 °
at cruise conditions, Mach number is 0.801 and
advance ratio is 3.122. These solutions are exam-

ined together with that obtained for an inflow
angle of 4.6 ° in Ref. 8, at the same cruise condi-
tions. The present solutions were obtained from
an impulse start for three complete revolutions of
the the propeller, to obtain a reasonably accurate
solution. The results of the third revolution are

stabilized as indicated by a nearly constant value
of the computed total power coefficient of the
propeller during the third revolution of the pro-
peller. The results of the third revolution are
analyzed and presented here. The predicted total
power coefficients are nearly the same for all the
three inflow angles and are about 8 percent higher
than the measured value. Dezailed chordwise pres-
sure distributions are unavailable for this config-
uration for direct comparison. However, the
present solution technique has been employed to

predict the unsteady blade surface pressures on a
two bladed SRTL propeller wind tunnel test configu-
ration. The predicted chordwise pressure distribu-
tion has been found to agree reasonably well with
the data. lO The present blade surface grid distri-

bution was also used to predict the steady blade
surface pressure distributions and found to result
in solutions which are in agreement with wind
tunnel data. II

Figure 2 shows the variation of the single

blade power coefficient with azimuth angle for
three inflow angles: 4.6 °, 1.6°, and -0.4° . The
blade starts in each case at @ = 0° and the varia-
tion of the power coefficient of this blade is

shown for three revolutions. The expected nearly
sinusoidal variation of the blade loading due to

angle of attack is clearly observed in all cases.
The amplitude of the sinusoidal variation of

course depends on the inflow angle and varies up

to ±81 percent for _ = 4.6 °, _36 percent for
: 1.6° and ±6 percent for _ : -0.4 ° . The curve

for _ = 1.6° shows nearly the same trend as that
for 4.6 ° inflow angle. The curve for z = -0.4 °
shows 180° phase shift from the other two cases;
the maximum blade loading for this case occurs
near an azimuth angle where minimum loading occurs
for _ = 1.6° and 4.6 ° or vice versa.

A Fourier transform of the third cycle varia-
tion of blade power coefficient gives cp as

cp = ao - ai cos wt - bi sin wt. The loading spec-
tra are shown in Fig. 3. The figure shows that the
mean loading is the same for all the three inflow

angles and first harmonic dominates the loading.
However, the levels of the first harmonic are quite
different; for _ = 4.6° the level of the first

harmonic is nearly equal to the mean value, while
for _ = 1.6° and -0.4° inflow angles first har-
monic levels are much lower than the mean value.

The angle by which the first harmonic loading lags
the blade motion for the three cases, _ = 4.6° ,

1.6 ° and -0.4 ° , are la.4 °, 16.3 ° and 8.5 ° ,
respectively.

The effect of inflow angle on the chordwise
loading is described in Figs. 4 to 6. The figures
show azimuthal variations of chordwise loading for
three radial stations namely r/R = 0.47, 0.66 and
0.85. At each radial station and azimuthal posi-

tion loading distribution for all the three inflow
angles are shown. Figure 4 shows the azimuthal
variation of chordwise loading at r/R = 0.4?.
One observes immediately that the the blade load-
ing is a complex function of azimuthal position,

inflow angle and chordwise location. Signiflcant
azimuthal variations in load_ng are observed for
all inflow angles including _ : -0.4°., As shown
in Fig. 2, the single blade loading for = = -0.4 °
is 180 ° out of phase as compared to the other two
inflow angles. This shows up as higher chordwise
loading for m = -0.4 ° than for m = 1.6 ° and
4.6 °, at ¢ : 0 °, 45 °, 90 ° and 315 ° azimuthal posi-
tions, The extent of negative loading that occurs
for ¢ = 0 ° and 90 ° locations gradually reduces
with reduction in inflow angle; for _ = -0,4 ° no

negative loading occurs at any azimuthal location
for this radial station.

If one looks for trends in loading variation
with inflow angle, no single trend is easily recog-
nizable; for @ = 0° to 45° the blade loading
decreases with increase in inflow angle for most
part of the chord; for @ = 90° loading decrease
with increase in m for 0 to 75 percent chord
while for the rest of the chord length variations

are small; for _ = 135° and 180° the loading
increases with for most part of the chord except
for the mid section; for @ = 225 ° an_ 270 ° the

loading increases with increase in _ for the
entire chord length; and for @ = 315 ° the loading
variations with _ revert to the one similar to

that at @ = 0°.

The azimuthal variations of chordwise loading
at r/R = 0.66 are shown in Fig. 5 for all three

inflow angles. The loading variations at this
spanwise station are more complex but similar to
that observed at r/R = 0.47 for most part of the
blade revolution and chord length. The exceptions
are: (1) increase in the extent of the chord

length in which no significant change in loading
with _ occurs at _ = 90°; (2) a similar
increase in the extent of no significant change



at @ = 270°; and (3) at $ = 315 ° the loadlng var-
iations near the leading edge region do not revert
to that at @ = 0° as for the radial location
r/R : 0.47.

Figure 6 presents the azimuthal variations of

loading at r/R = 0.85 for a11 the inflow angles
studied. The loading variations at this radial
station are smooth compared to the other two
radia} stations (r/R = 0.47 and 0.66). Exceptions

are the curves for = = 4.6 ° at ¢ = 135° and }80°
locations; the shapes of the curves here are
related to the shocks on the pressure side for this
inflow angle. It is also seen that uniform load-

ing occurs for most part of the revolution of the
blade. However, for ¢ = 0° to 90° the loading
decreases with increase in _ and for $ = 180°
to 270 ° it increases with _. The azimuthal loca-

tions @ = 135° and 315 ° are the transition Ioca-

tions where the above loading trends change from
one to the other.

A Fourier transform of the azimuthal varia-

tion of the loading at any point on the blade
gives the contributions of the harmonics at that
]ocation. Chordwise variations of the loading har-
monics at the radial station r/R = 0.66 are shown

in Fig. 7. The figure shows the real and imaginary
parts of the loading for the first three harmonics
at all the three inflow angles. It is seen that

at = = 4.6 ° , first three harmonics show signlfi-
cant chordw}se variations. For low inflow angles
(_ = 1.6° and -0.4° ) only the first harmonic shows
significant chordwise variation.

The loading variations become somewhat easy
to comprehend if we look at the actual blade sur-
face pressures. He present the azimuthal varia-
tion of blade surface pressures only for the

radial station r/R = 0.56 (Fig. 8>. As dlscussed
by the authors in Ref. 8, shocks appear on both
suction and pressure surfaces during the highly
loaded part of the revolution for _ = 4.6 °. For
an inflow angle of 1.6 ° a similar flow behavior is

observed. The trailing edge shock on the suction
surface from ¢ = 130° to 270 °, has shock strength
lower than that for c = 4.6 °. The shock extends

to the pressure side for @ = 135° to 225 °, and is
also weaker than that for 4.6 ° . For an Inflow

angle of -0.4° the picture is quite different
because of the 180° phase difference in loading

between this case and that of positive inflow
angles; strong trailing edge shocks appear at
@ = 0 °, 45 °, 270 ° and 3)5 ° for _ = -0.4 °, while
at the remaining azimuthal position it is weaker
than that of _ = 1.5 ° to 4.6 ° . Only a relatively
weak shock appears on the pressure side for azi-
muthal positions @ = 0 °, 45 ° and 315 °.

Transonic flows over oscillating airfoils
have been extensively studied and documented. 12
No such detailed experimental data are avai]able

for three-dimensional transonic flows of the prop-
fan considered here. As discussed in Ref. 8 and

also observed here for angles of attack 1.6 and
-0.4, unsteady three-dimensiona] Euler solutions

seem to indicate the presence of shock motions in
three-dimensional transonic flows similar to those
observed in two-dimensional transonic flows.

The detailed flowfleld information In blade
passages are presented in Figs. 9 to II in the
form of static pressure contours at the spanwlse
station r/R = 0.66 for all the inflow angles.

The static pressure contours in all eight blade

passages for an inflow of 4.6 ° are shown in Fig. 9.
In a steady flow (_ = 0), all the eight passage
contours will be identical. But for an angle
attack of 4.6° significant flow changes occur in
the blade passages. No shock formation is observed

in the lightly loaded part of the revolution. The
strong shock formed in the trailing edge region of
suction surface in the highly loaded part of the

revolution extends across the passage to the pres-
sure side of successive blade. The axial location

at which the shock appears on pressure surface
depends on the azimuth angle. The passage denoted

by ¢ = 135° to 180° is the one in whicn the shock
location on the pressure side is closest to the

trailing edge and the shock has highest strength.
It should be noted that the pressure variations in

Fig. 8 refer to the suction and pressure side of
the same blade whereas Figs. 9 to II refer to suc-
tion side of one blade and pressure side of the
successive blade.

Figure ]0 shows the static pressure contours
in the blade passages at r/R = 0.66 for an inflow
angle of 1.6°. As noted earlier, the Flow charac-

terlstics for this inflow angle are similar to that
of 4.6 ° inflow. It is observed that the shocks on

the pressure surface are of lower strength and
appear farther from the trailing edge for the pas-
sages _ = 135 ° to 180 ° and @ : 180 ° to 225 ° , when
compared with the corresponding ones of m : 4.6 ° .

The pressure contours in the blade passages
for an inflow angle of -0.4 ° are shown in Fig. II.

In this case the flow details are quite different
from that for _ = 1.6° or 4.6 °. A trailing edge
shock whose strength depends on the azimuthal angle
appears on the suctlon surface. In most passages,
the shock diffuses before it reaches pressure sur-

face. Neak shocks seem to reach pressure surface
in the passages marked @ = 0° to 45° , 45° to 90°
and 315° to 0°.

The azimuthal varlatlons of elemental power
coefficient, dcp/dx (x = r/R) are shown in
Fig. 12. Figure I2<a) shows the elemental power
coefficient variation for an inflow angle of 4.6 °
at four azimutha} locations, ¢ : 0 °, 90 ° , 180 °
and 270 ° . Also shown in the figure is the curve
for the steady flow (_ = 0°). The shape of the
curve for any azimuthal position is similar to
that of steady flow, The magnitude of the cyclic
variation of ]oadlng depends on the spanwise loca-
tion. The elemental power coefficient variation

for an inflow angle of ].6° is shown in Fig. ]2(P).
The trends of the curves with azimuthal angle are
similar to that of 4.6°: higher loading levels
occur for @ = 180° and 270° positions and lower
loading levels occur at ¢ : 0° and 90° locations,
But the magnitudes of loading at any radial sta-

tion are much sma]ier. Figure 12(c) shows the ele-
mental power coefficient variation for _ = -0.4°.

The cyclic loading variations are 180° out of phase
compared to the positive inflow angles <I.6° and
4.6°); higher loading levels occur at _ = 0° and
90° and lower loading levels occur at _ = 180°

and 270° . Also, the magnitude of cyclic variation
as compared to the steady flow is very small (con-
sistent with Fig. 2).

The rotatlon of the propfan is inboard-up

(Fig. I); l.e., the blade is going up at ¢ = 0°
(fuslage side) and down at ¢ : ]80° (on the out-
board side). The blade is expected to be highly



loadedwhenit goesdownandlightly loadedwhen
It goesup, for positlve inflowangles. Thevaria-
tionsof elementalpowercoefficientwith inflow l
angleareshownin Fig. 13, for four azimuthal
locations: ¢ = 0°, 90° , 180° and 270° . At
¢ = 0°, (Fig. 13(a)) the loading decreases with an
increase in inflow angle. Thus, at this azimuthal
location the highest loading levels occur for an

Inflow angle of -0.4°. At the azimuthal location 2
¢ =180° (Fig.13(c)) the blade loading increases
with Increase of angle of attack, resultlng in the

hlghest loading levels for _ = 4.6° . The loading
variations at @ = 90° (Ref. 13(b)) are similar to

that at @ , 0° (loading decreases with increase
of inflow angle). At ¢ = 270° (Fig.13(d)) the

loading variation is similar to that at @ = 180° 3
(loading increases with increase in inflow angle).

Comparisons of blade responses with angle

of attack are presented for two axial locations
(x/c : 0.125 and 0.63) in Fig. 14, for a spanwise 4

station r/R = 0.66. The figure shows the varia-
tlons of pressure coefficient during one revolu-
tion of the blade for a]l the three inflow angles
considered. The amplitude OF the wave increases 5
with an increase of the inflow angle. For low

Inflow angles (_ = 1.6 ° and -0.4 °) the response is
nearly sinusoida] at both axial locations and also
on both suction and pressure surfaces. The

response at _ : 4.6 ° is nearly sinusoidal only on 6.
the suction surface at x/c = 0.125 (Fig. 14(a)).

Large deviations from sinusoidal response occur at
all other points shown (Fig. 14(b) to (d)). These
deviations are due to the appearance of strong 7.
shocks for this inflow angle as observed in Fig. 8.
Thus, the blade response becomes complicated for

high inflow angles. The response also depends on
the axial location on the blade and the surface

(suction or pressure surface) on which the point
Is located. 8.

Concluding Remarks

The effect of angle of attack of propfan to
the mean flow was studied by solvlng the three- 9.
dlmensional Euler equations. Three inflow angles,
4.6 ° , 1.6 ° and -0.4 ° were considered. The results

of the positive inflow angles (4.6° and 1.6 °) show
similar trends. The negative inflow angle produces
an integrated blade loadlng which is 180° out of 10.
phase when compared to that of positive angles.

For the inflow angles 4.6 and 1.6 strong shocks
appear on both surfaces of the blade during the
hlghly loaded part of the re_olution. At -0.4 °
inflow angle the blade loading variations during
the revolution are small. Tne detailed flow in 11.

the blade passages clearly indicate to the strong
shocks extending from suction to pressure surface
during the highly loaded part of the revolution.
An expected, an increase in angle of attack
increases the loading on the down-going (outboard) 12.

side, while loading on the up-going (fuselage)
side decreases, for the range of inflow angles con-
sidered here.
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